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Abstract
Technological advances in storage, indexing and
search technologies are increasingly making it
possible to archive and retrieve multimedia materials
[3,4,6,8]. The focus of much current work has been on
the development of enabling technologies to allow
users access to text, image, video and audio databases.
It is clearly important however, that such technology
development be informed by an understanding of user
and application requirements. Our study attempts to
document how people use, store, search and process
large amounts of audio data in a real setting: in order
to study real users with real audio retrieval problems
we examined heavy users of a commercial voicemail
system. By analyzing qualititative and quantitative
usage data, we were able to derive a number of design
requirements for multimedia access in general, as well
as specific design principles for voice messaging and
archiving systems.

Reasons for studying working audio databases

Technological advances in storage, indexing and search
technologies are increasingly making it possible to archive
and retrieve multimedia materials [3,4,6,8]. The focus of
much current work has been on the development of
enabling technologies to allow users access to text, image,
video and audio databases. It is clearly important however,
that such technology development be informed by an
understanding of user and application requirements. Our
study therefore attempts to document how people store,
search and process audio data in a real setting: in order to
study real users with real retrieval problems we examined a
commercial voicemail system. By analyzing qualititative
and quantitative usage data, we were able to derive a
number of design requirements for multimedia access in
general, as well as specific design principles for voice
messaging and archiving systems.
Research into the use of email in the workplace has shown
that users experience problems trying to process and
manage increasingly large volumes of messages [10].
These problems occur despite the benefits of random

access, textual search, flexible schemes for message
labeling and archiving, and graphical user interfaces that
support browsing. While less studied, voicemail is another
highly pervasive and successful computer-based
communications application. Millions of users world-wide
spend significant proportions of their work time using
voicemail for similar communicative, archiving, and task
management purpose. The success and popularity of
voicemail in many organizations has led to increasingly
high daily volumes of voicemail being sent and received.
In this paper we address the question of how voicemail
users manage large volumes of messages in a medium
where the search, browsing, and archiving capabilities
available to email users are either sharply restricted or
absent.

Data collection and system

We therefore collected qualitative and quantitative
information from three sets of voicemail users about the use
of voicemail in their everyday work. As our interest was in
how users manage large amounts of voice data, we
deliberately chose to study an organization that uses
voicemail intensively. We collected three types of data
from the employees at the headquarters of a large
multinational telecommunications company. Our first set of
data consisted of quantitative statistics gathered from one
of the four voicemail servers that carry voicemail traffic at
this site. We collected 21 (15 working and 6 weekend)
day’s data from 782 active users including: a) the number of
times users accessed voicemail; b) the duration of each
voicemail access session; c) the number of voicemail
messages sent and received by each user; d) the amount
(measured in seconds) of messages each user had stored 
voicemail overnight; and e) the maximum amount
(measured in seconds) of messages each user had stored
during the 21 days. Users were categorized as active and
included in the analysis only if: a) they received at least one
message in the 21 days of the traffic survey and b) they left
at least one message for another user during the month and
c) they had at least one prime (Defined by the voicemail
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system as occurring during working hours) and one non-
prime time session during the period.
To obtain more detailed individual information about how
high volume voicemail users process and manage their
voicemail messages, we obtained questionnaire data from
133 voicemail users at this site who reported receiving 10
or more voicemail messages per day. The questionnaire
was made up of 55 questions addressing issues we describe
below. We also conducted in-depth interviews with an
additional 15 high-volume users to obtain qualitative
information about task management, archiving, and patterns
of asynchronous communication. All participants were
experienced users of voicemail, and they all received ten or
more voicemail messages a day. We interviewed the 15
participants for one hour using semi-structured questions.
Interviews were carried out in people’s offices and
participants were encouraged to demonstrate their
statements and strategies with reference to their actual
systems, messages and notes. The interviews were recorded
and transcribed.
Both the interviews and the questionnaire addressed similar
issues. We asked users to describe: a) the volume of
voicemail they typically sent and received; b) their
prioritization, access techniques and note-taking strategies,
and how they used these notes subsequently; c) their
correspondence management, e.g. when they used features
like "reply and forward" and if they used mailing lists, and
how they monitored ongoing voicemail interactions; d)
their archiving and search behaviors. We also discussed: e)
who they corresponded with most frequently and the
technologies they used to do this; f) the main advantages
and problems they were experiencing with voicemail; and
g) the strengths and weaknesses of the technology
compared with email; h) their reactions to certain technical
solutions addressing problems with voicemail; i) their
suggestions for how voicemail might be improved.

The voicemail system

Our voicemail users all use some version of AUDIXTM, a
voicemail system administered by Lucent Technologies.
The user interface is provided by a series of recorded voice
prompts which describe system state as well as the set of
possible user actions at any point during the interaction
sequence (e.g., You have 4 new messages, press 2 to listen)
User actions are limited to the 12 keys on the phone control
pad (the digits 0 to 9, ’pound’ and ’star’). The exact options
and effect of a keypad choice depends on the current
system state. AUDIX shares core system features with other
commercial voicemail systems, although differences
between systems may arise from system administrators
configuring systems slightly differently to allow more
storage, longer messages and longer message life.

Incoming messages arrive in the user’s voicemail inbox,
where their presence is signalled by a red light or stutter
dial tone on the user’s phone. After logging into the system
(logins are password protected) users are given header
information about new messages, which differs according
to whether the message origin is external or internal to the
user’s site. For internal messages, the system provides
information about the caller’s name, phone number and the
time of the call. For external messages, only information
about the time of the call is available. Users can skip
headers if they choose, by selecting menu options. Users
are given a number of different options for how they listen
to message contents: they can speed up, slow down or skip
backwards and forwards in increments of 15s within a
given message. Messages can be replayed after listening to
the whole message. Alternatively, users can barge in to the
message while it is still in progress and then replay it from
the beginning, or move on to the next message. Users can
delete old messages or leave them in their mailbox. All a
user’s messages are stored in a single mailbox, sequenced
according to their arrival time. Their is no provision for
further categorizing messages by adding to the message
header and no provision for storing messages in separate
mailboxes.
In this voicemail system (as in most others), messages are
ephemeral: they are automatically deleted from the archive
after a certain period (in the AUDIX version used by our
subjects, deletion occurs after ten days). Another important
restriction is in mailbox size. Each user has a maximum
amount of space for stored data. The system gives the user
warnings about when this space allocation is about to be
exceeded (e.g. your mailbox is 80% full). If the maximum
storage allocation is reached, new incoming messages will
not be delivered to the mailbox, until space is freed up.
Even if the maximum is not reached, a user’s attempts to
reply to messages may fail, because the additional space
taken by the reply can cause the mailbox quota to be
exceeded.
For sending messages, the system has a number of standard
features, including the ability to compose, reply to, and
forward voice messages originating from a local site to
other users at that site. It is also possible to create mailing
lists, so that a single message can be distributed to multiple
users, again limited to users at the caller’s own site. The
response/reply to features are not available when the
message originates from an external location, because
information about the originating caller’s phone number is
not available. Furthermore, in order to reply to external
messages, the user has to leave the voicemail application
altogether.
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General voicemail functions and usage

The server data showed intensive daily voicemail usage at
the site, for the 21 days we collected data. Overall, the
users accessed voicemail an average of 109.1 times. Of
these sessions, 21% took place during nonprime hours.
Users spent a total of 191.5 minutes accessing and
responding to the 129.8 voicemail messages they received.
Furthermore, this statistic underestimates the total amount
of voice processing because it excludes external call
answering messages generated by our users, who may have
left messages on voicemail systems and answering
machines external to the server that we monitored. Users
sent an average of 15.51 voicemail messages. Voicemail
archiving was prevalent. Each user had 4.83 minutes of
overnight stored data (we measured memory use at
midnight). In addition, we calculated the maximum amount
of storage used by each person as a percentage of the
maximum they had been allocated, and found that on
average users were as high as 55% of their potential
maximum (a total of 11.8 minutes).
The high-volume voicemail users who responded to our
questionnaire reported receiving an average of 18.3
messages, and sending an average of 14.1 per day. They
also reported accessing their voicemail system an average
of 10.3 times per day, and finding an average of 4.6 new
messages on each access. These users reported having an
average of 3.7 messages in their mailboxes at any given
time and over two-thirds kept a typical message for several
days or more. About half reported that the messages they
receive average 10-60 seconds in length, and about half
reported 1-2 minute messages on average.
Voicemail was perceived by our interviewees to be critical
to achieving work-related tasks asynchronously, because of
problems experienced in trying to connect with others in
real-time. One user characterized the main benefit as:
" .. being able to communicate in non real time ... It is the
basic answering machine type of thing, not miss the call, be
able to conduct business and move things along, even
though you are not there .... because you often at times just
don’t get the other person, the other person doesn’t get you,
so, it’s very handy. I mean, without it, we would be dead in
the water."
Another user characterized a number of different functions,
some of which were highly detailed and required the
exchange of detailed information:
"One [function] is one way communication like, one of my
guys called this morning and said I am taking a vacation
today, so one is just information, no response required.
Another kind would be .... confirming a meeting or
confirming something like a response .... I am following up
and the answer is "X", type of thing. Another one is
request for information and the information could be ’I
need to talk to you’, ’can you send me something?’, ’can
you fax me something?’, ’can you e-mail me something?’

Another one is, ’can you get me to the right person to talk
to?’, which would facilitate the cascaded messages [those
with multiple attachments] ...... now if it is somebody in my
group, I send them the original message plus my two cents
on that piece. Another one is informational with comment,
’we were out negotiating with Joe’s Computer Company
and we discovered if we do this and this, it will give us this
competitive advantage’, so I send that to the marketing
folks attached with my comment.. And then they come back
and a [message] chain comes marching around on that
piece".
So, the overall usage and access frequency noted above, as
well as the multiple functions and benefits of voicemail,
suggests that voicemail is a crucial workplace technology
which carries substantial amounts of important work-
related data. It is not seen as a poor alternative to face-to-
face communications or as a tool to co-ordinate future
phone conversations. Users recognize advantages and
disadvantages in each technology and make use of both, as
indicated by our data below.
All the voicemail users we surveyed and interviewed have
access to email and all stated that they use email; numbers
of messages received and sent by survey respondents
averaged 22.6 messages received and 9 messages sent per
day, respectively. Despite the storage limits, which users
recognize and dislike, voicemail users still report distinct
reasons for preferring voicemail over email in certain
circumstances. About a third (32%) of subjects in our
survey prefer to receive voicemail messages rather than
email messages; 42% prefer to send messages in voicemail;
and about 20% do not express an overall preference, but
feel that circumstances dictate their decision for any given
message.
General reasons given for preferring voicemail for both
receiving and sending messages include users’ perception
that voicemail is faster and easier to manage than email,
especially for short messages, heads-up, and items
requiring immediate action; voicemail is more
urgent/immediate and attracts recipients’ attention more
quickly and reliably; voicemail is easier for them and for
recipients to access "anytime, anywhere", especially, of
course, for those recipients who do not have email access.
"People tend to respond quicker to voicemail than they do
e-mail. Because you can do voicemail from anywhere. I
don’t carry a laptop PC, so if I am on the road I am not
going to get my e-mail till I am back."
Furthermore for users who have to spend large amounts of
time in their cars, the ability to access voicemail using
cellular phones means that they can make productive use of
time that otherwise would be wasted.
Users who prefer voicemail for receiving messages feel that
voice is a more "personal" medium in two senses. The first
is that the contents of voicemail seem to be more directly
relevant to them.
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"Voicemail tends to be more targeted and it tends to be
very specifically about what [the company] is doing or not
doing, or should be doing .... Whereas most of the e-mail I
get, is kind of second order, type of thing. So ... they tend
to differ in that respect .... it is more critical for me to
check my voicemail than my e-mail"
The second way in which voicemail is perceived to be more
personal is that it conveys inflection, providing information
about the speakers’ intentions and affective state.
"You listen to emotion in people’s voices .... I can tell from
different people that I talk to whether I am going to get
good or bad news. When you do e-mail, you don’t know
that. And also the emotion allows you to determine how to
respond to the message in terms of time, urgency. Or what
the state the person is going be when you return the call."
This is absent in email when something delicate or subtle
has to be inferred or conveyed, and the consequence is that
email can be easily misread.
"The problem with email, if people aren’t experienced
email users they tend to read too much into your email".
In contrast, users who prefer email over voicemail focus on
the superiority of email for the processing and storage of
lengthy, complex or detailed messages. Email messages
provide persistent documentation that is easily accessed
and easily shared with others, and email messages can be
skimmed and searched more easily than voicemail: "for
detailed information you can’t beat emair’.
Users appreciate the greater ease of tracking and managing
conversations in email, which provides them with
documentation of information disseminated, requests and
agreements. Such documentation is useful when subsequent
justification to others or self-reminding is necessary. Both
senders and receivers also feel that more informative
messages are usually sent in email, because of the space
and time constraints of voicemail. Both senders and
receivers also felt that email messages were clearer, better
organized and more thoughtful than voice messages, again
due to the need in voicemail to compose brief coherent
messages in real-time.
"Some people don’t think that fast in real time and they
don’t have their thoughts quite arranged. I know I’ve done
it sometimes where I’m not consciously thinking and
suddenly a machine comes on... and you sort of stumble,
stammer and you get out some sort of jumbled words.
Whereas when you’re doing email you get to compose and
erase things before you send it."
So, users see distinct advantages for voicemail in speed and
ease of use, anywhere/anytime accessibility, the
preservation of inflectional information, and its more
"personal" nature. But users also complain about
voicemail messages that are long, unstructured and/or too
detailed; and typically they mention that these messages
"should have been sent in email". Clearly, then, it is not
always the case that voicemail users can or will match
message content to medium. And given the heavy volume

and length of voicemail messages for high volume users, it
is clear that effective browsing, storage and search
mechanisms are particularly needed when such
"mismatches" occur.

How people process messages

How then do heavy voicemail users currently process
voicemail messages? We now explore the problems they
experience and how they overcome the limitations in
voicemail’s archive and search facilities, in order to suggest
improvements in these facilities. Users feel that they do not
have enough storage space, given that voicemail carries
substantial amounts of useful work-related data.
Consequently, a major perceived limitation for heavy users
is the size of their mailbox.
Users also mention frustration with message length
restrictions, leading to messages which contain too little
information for the purpose of the exchange. Paradoxically,
they also complain about messages which are too long for
them to comprehend easily and search through later. Survey
respondents identify people leaving long rambling
disorganized messages as a major reason why they dislike
voicemail. Recall that about half report that the messages
they receive average 10-60 seconds in length, and about
half report 1-2 minute messages on average. Given the
number and length of messages users receive, and the limits
on message storage, users’ mailboxes get full very quickly
with new incoming messages. The result of these space
limitations is that users are forced to try to process (and
usually delete) incoming messages as soon as possible to
leave room both for storing important archival messages as
well as for the delivery of new mail messages. Given the
problems arising from the potentially full mailbox, heavy
users therefore try to process new messages frequently.
A preferred strategy for dealing with new messages is to try
to address urgent messages first, and intonation can be a
vital clue in determining this.
"Most of time I won’t listen to the whole message ..... I am
listening for the urgency in the message. I am listening for a
name and a topic and an urgency. And if it a real urgency
then I will respond quicker than not."
However, a major problem with this approach is enforced
sequential access: users have no straightforward way of
identifying urgent messages without listening to at least
part of each new message in turn.
It may not always be possible to immediately process and
delete all incoming messages to keep the mailbox clear for
new messages. Users frequently keep such undischarged
new messages in the mailbox as "to do" items; 51.9 of our
survey respondents report this as the primary reason for
keeping read messages in their mailbox. There are a
number of reasons why messages cannot be processed
immediately: Users may have to talk to someone else
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before they can reply, or they may be unsure what to do
with the original message (especially if it is vague or
complex), or they may need external information that is not
currently available in order to interpret the message.
Users also retain messages as useful reference data
(36.8%); in some cases these messages may contain
information too detailed to remember, or too complex to
take written notes on; alternatively, it may be important to
retain the actual message for legal or political purposes, to
document requests or commitments made: "Let’s say you
will get a lawyer or an intellectual property person will be
explaining some bit of law or intellectual property law to
you. You want to keep that absolutely."
In some cases, users are under such time pressure that
important decisions are never formally documented so that
voicemail messages are saved and used in lieu of written
material, as evidence for such commitments: "We are so
tight on the development schedules fight now, that if
somebody says ’I agree to fund this at X’, this [voicemail]
is my piece of paper".
In the case of complex or vague messages, repeated
listening attending to the caller’s intonation may be
necessary to establish the exact intention of the message.
Again, this may be a reason to keep the voice message
rather than render it to paper, which would cause this
important information to be lost.
"Often you get messages that are somewhat vague ... you
need to listen to them several times to understand exactly
what the agenda is and who is going to be there, and
exactly where the emphasis will be put, because when I get
messages from department heads or directors, they tend to
be left in a hurry. So you want to make sure that you didn’t
miss anything. The things you might miss are their words
or in their intonation. Sort of in the way they say it and the
phraseology used, because I ... try to be careful not to
impose what I thought they wanted on what they said. So I
want to listen to what it is they said, and how they said it,
again."
Important messages are also retained to forward or play for
others.
"We know that one of the vice presidents is interested in a
presentation and they do a very good job of listing 15 or 20
things they want included in the presentation. I am afraid
to delete that AUDIX until I can meet with the group and
we are ready to take action and then while everybody is
sitting here, I dial it up and play it one more time so we all
hear it. And then I finally delete. So it is like it is very
content rich and I need to make sure that I have that
available to replay when I am meeting with the work team
... So I guess it is just a safety net, make sure we didn’t
forget anything that was in that message."
And users also save unprocessed messages because they are
not able to process them in the usual way because of
situational constraints: they may have listened to them

hastily or away from their desks, either in their car or
during a short break in a meeting.
These are all important reasons for retaining messages, but
searching through the mailbox for such saved messages is
highly laborious, requiring users to step through each
message in the sequence they are delivered. Fully 76% of
survey respondents reported that ’listening to each message
in sequence’ is their standard procedure for finding
messages archived in their mailboxes. Some have
developed strategies to search more rapidly by listening to
header information or to a short portion of the message
only while skipping through the archive: "Most of the time
I know the person that is leaving the message. And I know
what it is that I am dealing with that person on, so as soon
as I know who it is, in the first couple of seconds of speech,
I know."
Others skip through messages rapidly without accessing
individual messages to approximately where they think the
sought message is located in the archive; and a few use
their paper notes as a way of estimating this location.
However, the essentially linear nature of the archive is
clearly a serious hindrance to search, and this is despite the
fact that the system only permits relatively small amounts
of message data to be archived.
"All you got is go forward, you got your #, then next, then
next, then next, and if I got 20 messages stored, even 10
messages, or 15 messages. And I want that last message, it
is a real pain to get to that last message. And that is
assuming that I want to get to the last message. Most of the
time I don’t even know what message I even want to get to,
cause I don’t listen to the header which has the time stamp
on it."
Most users try to work around the problem of storage limits
by taking handwritten notes about incoming messages: 72%
of survey respondents report that they ’almost always’ take
written notes on voicemail messages. For information
about current or undischarged tasks, they jot down at a
minimum critical elements of the message, such as caller
name, phone number, time of call, and a few keywords to
identify the action item required. More complex messages
may be virtually transcribed by some users, to avoid having
to listen to the message again. Often these notes are taken
on a pad of paper or a notebook exclusively reserved for
the purpose of recording such messages, which is kept
close to the telephone.
"If you polled people around here, everybody keeps some
type of pad of paper, pieces of paper for each day. People
keep that stuff because you don’t always pick up the phone
number, so instead of going back and re-listening to the
message, it’s easier to take the name and number of the call
from the pad."
An important secondary benefit of such handwritten
records is their visibility. Visibility may serve the important
function of reminding users of outstanding messages or



actions. In recording new messages users may observe old
undischarged "to do" items.
"This book has all my messages from phone ..... it will have
phone for the day and messages that come in .... And I will
scratch them off when I have taken care of them. And it
really, it keeps me on track when people go, ’I didn’t’ or
’you didn’t’ or what ever. This is mostly coming in
messages .... These are the ones that I need to do follow up
or something and then call them back."
For some users this notebook may be used as a personal or
even a public log of their communications: one user kept
her call log available on her desk for members of her team
to consult.
There are limitations to the note-taking strategy however.
First, taking accurate notes can be laborious and require
considerable effort, especially for long and complex
messages. Our users indicated that they had to listen to
messages multiple times: 60% report that they ’usually’
listened to messages more than once or ’about half of the
time’. This is done both for basic understanding as well as
for crucial verbatim information such as names, numbers
and dates.
A second problem with handwritten notes is that they omit
intonational information. It is also time-consuming to take
notes that preserve the precise wording of a message.
Furthermore, on other occasions, users complain about
being unable later to understand the original message on
the basis of their handwritten notes. It may also be
impossible for users to take notes because of where they are
(in a car, or at an airport phone). Some users report using
small notepads which they balanced on the steering wheel
while driving, but the best that can be achieved here was
cursory notes; the original message has to be kept around
for complete analysis. Other messages remain unprocessed
because the user was interrupted while accessing them.
There may also not be enough time to take detailed notes.
Some users report accessing voicemail between meetings to
identify urgent messages to be able to reply to them
immediately. However, on these occasions less urgent
messages have to be saved for later normal processing.

Discussion

We have seen that users currently expend huge amounts of
time processing and managing the sheer volume of
important data they receive in voicemail. These messages
are too valuable to be deleted immediately: they are time-
consuming to manually transcribe, and they contain
valuable intonational information, so the preference is to
store them in voice form. Users also want longer message
length limits, at the discretion of the recipient. However
given the current state of search and browsing tools, a large
archive would be a liability rather than a benefit.

"It might be nice to be able to .... put stuff in folders like
with e-mail... But without thinking about it more, I don’t
know how much, unless I got search capabilities, then even
putting it in folders might just exacerbate the problem, just
’cause I never know what folders or anything I got."
It is therefore be important to develop new methods to
categorize sets of messages and to search within them. The
ability to automatically cluster archived messages
according to conversational thread, sender name or phone
number, and date, would be useful supports for browsing,
according to users we interviewed. Other techniques might
make use of word spotting within messages in support of
automatic message classification by key words [11]. More
complex requirements might be the ability to search for
user specified word sequences within messages [4,5] or to
search for general topics using user-specified descriptions.
Another way to improve users’ ability to manage their
voicemail archives might be to allow users to distinguish
between the two functions these archives currently perform.
Users preserve some messages because they contain
important content for reference purposes but others because
they represent undischarged "to dos". A system refinement
might separate the referential archive from task
management. Separating these functions should both
simplify search through the reference component of the
archive and facilitate reminding by having only genuine "to
do" items in the task management component. A more
sophisticated solution might allow users to archive
messages into user-defined folders. A simpler but similar
solution, mentioned by some users, would be to allow users
to add their own labels to read messages and then to
retrieve messages by these labels.
Even when the relevant voicemail message is found, it is
laborious to search within the message to try to access key
points or verbatim information. This problem is
exacerbated by the fact that voicemail itself tends to
produce less organized messages than email, according to
our users. So~ to the linearity problem is added perceived
lack of structure and clarity in voicemail messages. As we
discussed, most users now cope by taking notes as they
listen to their messages (noting sender name, sender
telephone number, relevant actions, and key dates). One
possible solution mentioned by some users would be
automatic message gisting or full speech to text
transcription. However, this is not only technically
infeasible at present [1], but it would not represent a full
solution, since users often keep messages around for their
inflectional information, to forward to others or with a
reply to the original sender, and also as backup
documentation. It might be possible to "strip out" certain
predictable useful information such as caller name, phone
number, or meeting times, to allow faster message
processing (given that users report having to execute
repeated listenings to locate a phone number or name).
Alternatively, one might facilitate browsing by allowing
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users to skip within messages to meaningful places, such as
the beginning of a forwarded message [2]. Other
possibilities might involve specific hardware such as the
integration of pen-based devices with speech in a dedicated
digital Notebook. Brief handwritten notes could then be
used to randomly access specific parts of the incoming
message [7,9].
Another solution to the search problem is the integration of
voice messaging with alternate text-based modalities like
fax and email - integrated multi-modal messaging. So,
voicemail could be converted to text and email and fax to
speech. While the latter is currently possible, ASR
techniques for large vocabulary speaker-independent
recognition do not now permit the former. However, even if
both were technically feasible, few of our subjects
suggested this as a desirable solution for their problems:
messages converted from speech to text would lose the
sender’s inflectional cues and might be subject to
misinterpretation. Similarly with messages converted from
text to speech, default system inflections might fail to
convey the sender’s intentions correctly. In addition users
had clear preferences for sending messages in particular
modalities. These preferences would be violated if senders
were unaware of the modality in which recipients are
receiving their messages. Furthermore, this multi-modal
messaging approach requires access to a computer, and
most of our users state that a major benefit of voicemail is
ubiquity of access. The telephone is still the most pervasive
communications device, allowing access from the car, hotel
rooms, between meetings and home.
Our study elaborates some of the functions, benefits, and
outstanding problems of real audio databases. We have
found that like email, voicemail is an important and viable
communications technology used in the workplace for task
management and archiving as well as asynchronous
communication. Voicemail users, like email users, can also
be overwhelmed by a high volume of messaging traffic.
Unlike email users, however, voicemail users typically lack
the ability to store large numbers of messages for long
periods of time. On the one hand, this inability forces them
to manage their data more closely, to access their mailbox
constantly in order to keep archived messages from aging
before vital information has been saved to paper and to
allow new messages to be delivered. But even if voicemail
users were freed from these restraints, and were granted the
unlimited storage capabilities they desire, it is clear even
from current practice with limited storage that they would
be overwhelmed by search and storage management, much
as email users are. And given the linear nature of speech
and the lack of browsing and search capabilities, the
solution to voicemail users’ storage problems would result
in even more serious information navigation problems.
Since voicemail users have good reasons for valuing the
audio content of their medium, however, solutions to their
problems which fail to preserve the original message format

would appear to be unacceptable. Thus it would seem that
we need methods to improve voicemail practice which
provide search capabilities similar to those available for
text, while preserving the message in its original form.
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